
An ‘internal market’ (or ‘single market’) aims to eliminate obstacles to the free movement of 
goods, services, people and money across a given territory. 

These obstacles can come from quotas and tariffs on goods. They are often caused by ‘non-tariff 
barriers’ that arise when different governments set different rules for the production and sale of 
goods or the provision of services.  

These barriers are removed or reduced by making common ‘harmonized’ rules across the 
internal market, preventing discrimination that favours local goods and services, or by mutual 
recognition of each government’s rules. 

Internal markets also typically permit exemptions in order to strike a balance between free 
movement and fair competition, on the one hand, and the right of governments to impose 
regulations to protect health, the environment, working conditions or other public policy choices. 
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The European Internal Market

The Internal Market after Brexit

What is an internal market? 

Prior to Brexit, the UK was part of the EU single market. EU single market rules are designed to 
remove barriers to mobility for goods, services, people and money. 

These rules have been jointly developed by EU institutions and EU member states and must be 
followed by all governments and parliaments in the EU. 

The EU single market also permits exceptions that allow individual governments to protect public 
services, the environment, public health and cultural heritage, and can only set rules where these 
are deemed necessary and proportionate.

When the UK left the European Union, it also left the EU single market. The relationship that 
the UK Government negotiated with the EU (known as the Trade and Cooperation Agreement) 
reflected its preference for setting its own rules. 

Some single market rules overlapped with powers and responsibilities of the devolved institutions. 
As a result, Brexit meant that rules set by the UK and devolved administrations could develop 
differently once EU rules no longer applied. This could potentially lead to new barriers to free 
movement of goods and services within the UK.



The United Kingdom Internal Market Act

Exemptions and Single Use Plastics 

The Northern Ireland Protocol

In 2020, the Westminster parliament passed a law aimed at avoiding Brexit leading to new barriers 
to trade and mobility within the UK. By ensuring mutual recognition and non-discrimination, the 
UK Internal Market Act means goods and services that meet rules set in one part of the UK can be 
sold anywhere in the UK. The Act includes a more limited set of exemptions than under EU rules. 
 
The Scottish and Welsh governments fiercely opposed this law. They feared that the size of the 
English market compared to the others would mean that standards set by the UK government for 
goods and services traded in England would dominate the whole UK market. The Act prioritised 
free movement over the ability of the devolved institutions to pursue their own, distinctive policy 
ambitions.

The UK Internal Market Act includes a provision to exempt some policies from its ‘market access’ 
principles. 

After months of negotiations between the governments, the first such exemption was agreed for 
single-use plastics. This means that a Scottish law that bans a wider range of single use plastics 
than is allowed elsewhere in the UK will apply to all goods traded within Scotland. 

Without this exemption, UK internal market rules would have meant that the rules could only 
apply to goods produced in, or imported into, Scotland.

The Northern Ireland Protocol is designed to support free movement across the island of Ireland. 
To achieve this, EU rules on the free movement of goods continue to apply to Northern Ireland.

The UK Internal Market Act gave assurances that goods produced in Northern Ireland would 
continue to have ‘unfettered access’ to the UK internal market. But the Protocol means that goods 
entering Northern Ireland from the rest of the UK should be checked to make sure they are in line 
with EU single market rules.

www.centreonconstitutionalchange.ac.uk

UK Common Frameworks 

The four governments worked together to develop “Common Frameworks” in areas where EU law 
had overlapped with devolved law. 

From an initial list of 152 policy areas:  

• three frameworks have required UK-wide legislation (on emissions trading, fisheries and 
agricultural support) 

• 29 frameworks are in process, but without requiring to be set down in law.  
• The governments concluded that no common framework was necessary in 120 policy areas.

http://www.centreonconstitutionalchange.ac.uk
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